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In 1981, the year the Positioning book was published,
American brands dominated the American automobile
market with 75 percent of all vehicles sold.
Just 36 years later, in 2017, American brands had only
33 percent of the American market. And they weren’t even
the leader.
In 2017, Japanese brands captured 39 percent of the
market. Italian brands, 12 percent. German brands, 8 percent. Korean brands, 7 percent. The remaining one percent
of the market included brands from India and the United
Kingdom.
The 20th century was a time for the nationalism of
companies. And the 21st century is a time for the globalism
of companies Business in the process of becoming global.
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Even today, the global business is enormous. In 2017, the
500 largest global companies had revenues of $27.7 trillion. (The gross domestic product of China in 2017 was
only $12.24 trillion.)
The 500 largest global companies had profits that
year of $1.5 trillion.
The top ten countries with the largest number of
global companies is shown in this chart. America leads the
list, but China is not far behind.
In many categories, the dominant brand is a global
brand. In accounting, advertising, banking, credit cards,
automobiles, car rentals, computers, computer software,
fashion, cosmetics, fast food, beverages and many other
categories, many of the leading brands are global brands.
In almost every high-end restaurant in the world,
you’ll find virtually the same brand names of liquor available: Jack Daniel’s, Absolut, Stolichnaya, Tanqueray, Johnnie Walker, J&B, Chivas Regal, Remy Martin, Courvoisier.
In advertising, five big holding companies (Interpublic, Dentsu, WPP, Publicis and Omnicom) control 50
percent of the $1.225 trillion spent annually on advertising
and marketing.
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Except for Publicis, these organizations use logotypes
that lack any visual images, an important concept we’ll
discuss in Chapter 9.
In accounting, the five largest firms (PricewaterhouseCoopers, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, KPMG and Grant
Thornton) dominate the global accounting market.
In addition to global brands, we have global celebrities: Jennifer Lopez, Jennifer Lawrence, Tom Cruise, Nicole Kidman, Meryl Streep, Brad Pitt, Tom Hanks, Leonardo DiCaprio, Natalie Portman, Charlize Theron, George
Clooney, Will Smith.
And not just movie stars, either. The business community has produced its celebrities, too. They are Bill
Gates, Elon Musk, Steve Jobs and Jack Welch.
Many political leaders are world famous. Donald
Trump, for example.
In books, nothing succeeds like a celebrity author and
that’s true in almost every country. The first month it was
on sale in China, Hillary Clinton’s book Hard Choices sold
200,000 copies.
Most companies, of course, are still“ national ”companies, not“global ”companies. But that is likely to change.
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The economics are strongly in favor of global companies rather than the national companies.
Today, most countries are filled with national chains.
The opportunities to build national chains in established
categories get slimmer every day.
Would anyone launch a new, national supermarket
chain in America designed to compete with the five leading supermarket chains: Kroger, Safeway, SuperValu, Publix and Whole Foods?
It would be a disaster.
And yet, a number of new supermarket chains have
recently arrived in America including Aldi and Lidl from
Germany. Both are global chains. Aldi is now operating in
17 countries and Lidl in 29 countries.
Carrefour, a supermarket chain from France, now has
stores in 33 countries. Spar from Netherlands also operates in 33 countries. And Metro from Germany operates in
29 countries.
How can a global chain move into a new country
where it would be difficult for a local company to build a
new national chain?
It’s the economies of scale, the cost advantages an
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enterprise obtains due to the scale of its operations. The
larger the company, the potentially more efficient the
company is.
Most companies are still“ national ”companies. For
them, it’s decision time. Do they stay national companies,
or do they go global?
The future belongs to global companies. Companies
that remain national companies are likely to face a difficult future.
The opportunities for global companies are huge.
Even a giant country like China represents only 18 percent
of the global population. A Chinese company that went
global could potentially increase its revenues more than
five times.
Any company that goes global will face three positioning problems. The first problem is the product line.
When a company decides to go global, it will usually
take its existing line of products and services and try to
sell them on the global marketplace. That almost never
works.
One of the most important principles of positioning:
The larger the market, the narrower your product line must become.
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The global market is different than the national market. There are three principles to follow when taking your
brand global.
(1) Narrow your focus. This is the first step in going
global. You can’t take an existing product line and try to
sell it globally. It doesn’t work.
Why that is true is best explained by an analogy. Suppose you lived in a small town of 100 people. What kinds
of retail stores are you likely to find?
One“general”store that sells everything: Food, clothing,
gasoline, etc. Now move to a big city like New York with a
population of eight million.
What kinds of retail stores are you likely to find?
Many highly-specialized retail stores. Not just clothing
stores, for example, but men’s clothing stores, women’s
clothing stores, children’s clothing stores and athletic
clothing stores.
We repeat: The larger the market, the more specialization
takes place. The smaller the market, the less specialization
takes place and the more generalized a company can become.
What works in your home country will not necessar-
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ily work on the global market. Your line of products and
services needs to become more focused. When we have
free trade on a worldwide basis, every company in the
world will have to specialize in order to survive.
Yet most companies have gone in the other direction.
As they expand into the global market, they expand their
product lines.
Back in the early 1990s, Sinochem was one of China’s
largest companies. But Zheng Dunxun, the company’s
president, thought the $15 billion giant was too small:
We must diversify in all areas and very rapidly to compete.
So he turned Sinochem into a Japanese-style multinational trading, industrial and financial giant, known in
Chinese media as an“ aircraft carrier. ”
It didn’t work.
Today, there are 32 Chinese companies larger than
Sinochem. And most of them are focused on one aspect of
business. Not on everything.
Furthermore, Sinochem is barely breaking even. Last
year’s net profits after taxes were just 1 percent.
Nor have the many Japanese conglomerates that have
taken their product lines globally done well.
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Back in the early 1990s, many magazines and newspapers in America predicted that Japanese companies would
win the global battle.
Here is a typical illustration from one of our leading
newsmagazines at the time. It symbolized the widespread
feeling that the Japanese“ rising sun ”would roll over
American workers.
There were many articles in American publications
about Japan and the success of the Japanese way of doing
business.
It never happened. Here is a comparison of the Nikkei
225 stock market index on the first day of 1990 and today.
As you can see, the stock market in Japan is down by
43 percent.
The Japanese economy has suffered in the past few
decades. One telling sign is the fact that the government
debt to gross domestic product now stands at 250 percent,
the highest in the world. The government debt of Greece,
a country in serious financial trouble, is only 180 percent.
Compare Japan with America. Here is a comparison of
the Dow-Jones Industrial Average on the first day of 1990
with the Dow-Jones Industrial Average today. As you can
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see, the stock market in America is up 836 percent.
In America, government debt to gross domestic product is 104 percent which is high, but not as high as the
government debt of Japan, which is 250 percent.
Decades ago, Japan’s electronic industry dominated
the world’s markets. No longer. The strategy of marketing
a wide range of products under a single brand name is no
longer working. Here are the six large Japanese electronics
companies.
Over the past decade, these six companies have had
revenues of $4.1 trillion.
Yet, in total, these six companies have lost $14.8 billion.
Only two of the six companies were marginally profitable: Hitachi’s net profit margin was 0.8 percent. Fujitsu’s
net profit margin was 0.5 percent.
The other four lost money. Panasonic lost $12.4 billion, Sony lost $6.2 billion, Toshiba lost $2.0 billion, and
NEC lost $3.4 billion.
Compare these six companies with Apple. In the
past 10 years, Apple had revenues of $1,431.3 billion and
net profits of $316.2 billion, or a net profit margin of 22.1
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percent.
Why has America continued to prosper while Japan is
struggling?
Brands. Out of the 100 most-valuable global brands,
according to Interbrand, a branding consultancy, 50 are
from America and only six are from Japan. (And two of
those six Japanese companies, Sony and Panasonic, have
been losing money.)
Both Sony and Panasonic make smartphones. But the
global market shares of both brands are less than 1 percent. (Neither brand is among the top ten global brands.)
With a global market share of 19 percent, Apple is
second to Samsung in the smartphone market. But the
brand name is not Apple. It’s iPhone.
Consumers know the iPhone is made by Apple, but
they almost never call it an“ Apple ”phone. Consumers
almost always call it an“ iPhone. ”
If you could look in the mind, you might see a category called“ smartphone. ”Inside that category might be a
brand name.
Many consumers would put Samsung or the iPhone
into that category because they are the leading smart-
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phone brands.
Other consumers might put Huawei, Oppo or Xiaomi
in the smartphone category, the three leading brands after
Samsung and the iPhone.
Both Sony and Panasonic make smartphones. But how
many consumers would put those names into the smartphone category in their minds?
Like Sony and Panasonic, Apple also makes a wide
range of products: Laptop computers, music players, tablet computers, smartphones and smart watches. But Apple
uses separate brand names for each category of product:
iPod, iPhone, iPad and Macintosh.
These four brands made Apple the world’s most valuable company, worth $1,040 billion on the stock market.
(More than a trillion dollars.)
After the success of Apple’s multiple-brand strategy,
you might think that every smartphone competitor would
do the same thing. Give their smartphones a separate
brand name. But they didn’t.
Every smartphone manufacturer except Apple uses
their corporate name on their smartphones. A mistake
we call“ the line-extension trap. ”Some examples are
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shown here.
What is particularly interesting is that the stronger
the brand, the less effective the line-extension is going
to be.
Brands like Sony, Nokia and BlackBerry are exceptionally strong brands, but they don’t stand for smartphones. Sony is a strong television brand and Nokia and
BlackBerry were strong cellphone brands.
If your brand is relatively unknown, then you might
be able to use it on a different category of products. But if
your brand is relatively known, that strategy would be a
disaster.
A few years ago, consumers in both Asia and America rated Sony the No.1 consumer brand. So Sony used its
brand name on a wide variety of products, including videogame players, cameras, television sets, smartphones
and computers.
That’s exactly the reason Sony has struggled in the
marketplace. In the past 10 years, Sony has had revenues of
$771.5 billion and losses of $6.2 billion. Furthermore, Sony
revenues have been declining, from $89.1 billion in 2008 to
$68.3 billion in 2017, a decline of 23 percent.
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But that’s not the whole story. In that 10-year period,
we have had 17.4 percent inflation, so the actual decline is
greater.
What creates wealth? Why are some companies more
profitable than other companies? The answers to these
questions were first studied by Adam Smith more than
two centuries ago. His book, The Wealth of Nations, was published in 1776, the same year America was founded.
What creates wealth? Division of labor. One person
by himself, Smith wrote, may be capable of producing only
20 pins in a working day.
But a manufacturing plant with ten people, all specialists in different aspects of production, could produce
48,000 pins a day, or 4,800 pins per person.
But there is a problem.
As Smith explains, As it is the power of exchanging that
gives occasion to the division of labor, so the extent of this division
must always be limited by the extent of the market.
In a small country in those days, no company would
set up a plant to make 48,000 pins a day. The total pin
market would have been much smaller. But in a large
country, a company would likely do just that.
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That’s why larger countries have an advantage over
smaller countries. Because they are larger, their companies
are more specialized and therefore more efficient. And because they are more efficient, they create more wealth.
That’s why larger cities have an advantage over smaller
cities. Their businesses are more focused and therefore
more efficient. And because they are more efficient, they
create more wealth.
But that’s yesterday. Today, any company in any
country of the world can become enormously successful.
Globalism is the reason why.
But moving from a national company to a global company requires sacrifice. Your product line must be narrower.
What positioning strategy should you consider when
you take your brand global? That can be a big problem.
There are 195 major countries in the world today, 193
countries that are member states of the United Nations
and two countries that are non-member observer states:
The Holy See and the State of Palestine.
Do you need 195 different positioning strategies, one
for each country? That doesn’t make sense.
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What’s the best positioning strategy you can use in
every one of the 195 countries in the world today? It’s globalism principle No.2.
(2) Leadership in your category. Market your brand
as the leader in its category in its home country.
What if your brand is not the leader? Then we advise
you to stay home and try to figure out a positioning strategy that will make it the leader.
Compare McDonald’s, the leading hamburger chain in
America, with Burger King, its closest competitor. Burger
King was launched in 1953 and McDonald’s was launched
two years later in 1955.
But McDonald’s expanded more rapidly and as a result was“ first in the mind, ”an enormous advantage. And
the numbers show the difference.
McDonald’s was able to open almost twice as many
restaurants in America as Burger King.
In sales per unit, McDonald’s also took advantage of
its leadership.
The average McDonald’s restaurant in America has
twice the annual revenues ($2.6 million) as the average
Burger King restaurant ($1.3 million.)
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McDonald’s advantage is even greater outside the
American market where McDonald’s has almost three
times as many units as Burger King.
That’s a typical result. Companies that are leaders
in their categories do better outside their home countries
than they do inside their home countries.
That’s because they take advantage of the strategy of
“leadership in their home country.”Ironically,“leadership
in America”is a more powerful position outside of America
than it is in America.
That’s why a company first needs to dominate its category in its home country before taking its brand global.
In the 21st century, market leaders in most categories
should almost always take their brands global. But that’s
not necessarily true for No.2 brands like Burger King.
Burger King would have been better off staying home
and attacking McDonald’s by narrowing its focus to
“ flame broiling ”or“ better burgers. ”Fresh hamburger
meat, for example, rather than frozen hamburgers.
A number of brands have done exactly that.
Here are four of them. Each of these“ better burger ”
brands has per-unit sales greater than Burger King’s.
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An important positioning principle: Win at home before
going global.
Of course, the opportunities to go global are greater
for companies in some categories than they are for companies in other categories. That’s globalism principle No.3
and here is the reason.
(3) Countries own positions. The automobile, for
example, was invented in Germany.
That’s one reason why German automobile brands
are in a stronger position in the global market than automobile brands from other countries.
The two leading global luxury automobile brands are
both German brands: Mercedes-Benz and BMW.
Germany is also known for machinery. France is
known for cosmetics and clothes. Switzerland is known
for watches and drugs. Italy is known for food and fashion.
A typical example of what can be achieved with
“country positioning”is Barilla, the leading pasta brand in
Italy. In 1996, Barilla was launched in the America market
with the slogan, Italy’s #1 pasta. At that time, there were
five strong American pasta brands: Ronzoni, San Giorgio,
Muller’s, Creamette and American Beauty.
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Nevertheless, three years later Barilla became the No.1
pasta brand in America, a typical positioning success.
China is known for tea and food. That’s one reason a
restaurant chain called Panda Express has been successful
in America with sales last year of $3.1 billion.
Founded by three immigrants to America from
China, the chain currently operates more than 2,000 units
in America, Mexico, Canada, South Korea, and the United
Arab Emirates.
As the global trend continues to grow, you will find
more examples of brands using their home countries as
positions.
That’s especially true when a brand combines“leadership ”with its home country position.
But that’s not how most brands are promoted. We
have collected 1,181 marketing slogans in America. Only
four used the word leader, leadership, No.1 or #1.
Two of those four brands have changed their positioning slogans. The third brand is Barilla and the fourth
brand is Timken, Worldwide leader in bearing and steel.
Why don’t more companies use variations of“ leadership ”in their positioning slogans? Because they are cus-
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tomer-oriented and customers generally deny buying
products, Just because they are the leaders in their categories.
Then why do customers buy leading brands like Coca-Cola, Nike, KFC and many others?
When you ask customers this question, many customers will say, because they’re better.
But how do customers know brands like CocaCola, Nike, KFC and others are better? Do they buy all the
brands in a category and test them?
Of course, not. We repeat one of the most important
principles of positioning: Customers believe the better brand
win in the marketplace.
That’s logical, isn’t it? If millions of people buy leading brands like Coca-Cola and Nike, then these brands
must be better than their competitors.
So if Italian pastas are better than American pastas
and Barilla is the leading brand of pasta in Italy, then it
must be better than every American pasta brand.
As business moves from nationalism to globalism,
many smaller brands can get lost. One answer is the cooperative, a collection of individual companies. In America,
Ocean Spray is a typical example.
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Ocean Spray is an agricultural cooperative of cranberries growers headquartered in America. It currently has
more than 700 members and employs about 2,000 people
with sales of $1.7 billion a year.
A recent development that has a similar function as
“ country positions ”is“ geographical indications. ”
In 1995, the World Trade Organization defined them
as: Indications which identify a good as originating in the territory
of a member, or a region or locality in that territory, where a given
quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good is essentially
attributable to its geographic origin.
Geographical indications include Idaho potatoes from
America, Roquefort cheese from France, Tequila from
Mexico, Gruyère cheese from Switzerland, Darjeeling tea
from India, Pinggu peaches from China, and many other
products.
In the future, you will see associations, cooperatives,
geographical indications and other ways to combine various companies under a single brand name.
They make sense as globalism becomes the reality of
business life.
The world is also moving towards globalism of cur-
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rency. The only question is whether the euro, the dollar or
the renminbi will prevail.
Currently, 19 member states of the European Union
use the euro as their sole currency. 10 countries use the
dollar as their sole currency.
Building a global brand works two ways. It expands
the market for a company’s products. And it can strengthen the company’s brands in its home market.
Even though the German automobile market is much
smaller than the American market, German brands have
a better reputation in America than American brands.
That’s because German automobile brands do much better
on the global market than American brands. A company
can improve its reputation in its local market by building
a successful global brand.
Except for America, Huawei has entered every important smartphone market in the world.
That’s one reason Huawei is the leading smartphone
brand in China with 26 percent market share in the second quarter of 2018.
In China, Huawei is perceived as the most successful
global smartphone brand.
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Currently, Huawei has 15.8 percent of the world’s
smartphone market, second to Samsung with a 20.9 percent share.
What happened to the Apple iPhone, the brand that
has been second to Samsung for the last six years in a row?
(We’ll explain what happened to the Apple iPhone in
Chapter 8.)
Here are the six leading smartphone brands in China
with their latest market shares. Look at Xiaomi, in fourth
place with 13 percent market share.
But in India, Xiaomi has become the leading smartphone brand, ahead of Samsung, the leading global smartphone brand.
If we were Xiaomi, we would promote the Xiaomi
brand in China with a marketing program that features its
leadership in the Indian market.
Leadership is the most effective marketing position
you can own. It’s best to become the leading brand in your
own country.
But it’s also effective to demonstrate to local prospects that your brand is a leader in other countries.
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▪ ▪ Kleenex has been the leading facial tissue for 92 years.

▪ ▪ Hertz has been the leading car-rental company for 95
years.

▪ ▪ Campbell’s has been the leading canned soup for 121
years.

▪ ▪ Colgate has been the leading toothpaste for 122 years.

▪ ▪ Swans Down has been the leading cake flour for 124 years.
▪ ▪ Lipton has been the leading tea for 128 years.

▪ ▪ Coca-Cola has been the leading cola for 132 years.

▪ ▪ Jack Daniel’s has been leading whiskey for 152 years.

The 20th century was a time for brands to become

national brands. The 21st century is a time for brands to
become global brands.
Every successful national brand should explore the
possibility of becoming a global brand.
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Chapter 2: Urbanism

Globalism was not the most-important trend of the 20th
century. Urbanism was.
On the first day of the 20th century, only 20 percent
of the world’s population lived in cities.
On the last day of the 20th century, 80 percent of the
world’s population lived in cities.
This massive movement of people from rural to urban
communities is responsible for the massive increase in
economic wealth.
Here is a chart that shows worldwide per-capita
gross domestic product (in 1990 dollars) in the past four
centuries.
As you can see, the increase in wealth matches the
movements of people from rural to urban communities.
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Why is this so? Because wealth is created by specialization. But specialization is limited by the size of the
market. As people moved from rural to urban communities, the markets became larger and more specialized and
hence wealthier.
What allowed this mass movement were the technological changes in agriculture. Thanks to improvements
in farm equipment and the use of pesticides, fertilizers
and irrigation techniques, the increase in farm output per
work hour was five to ten times as much at the end of the
century.
Another change in farm productivity occurred in 1920
with the introduction of the tractor. Before then, horses
and mules provided the motive power to farms. But it
wasn’t until 1955 that the number of tractors exceeded
the number of horses used in agriculture.
More people in the cities and fewer people on the
farms created the environment that produced many technological developments.
Take healthcare, for example. Thanks to improvements in medicine, nutrition, sanitation and safety, people
lived longer.
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In 1900, life expectancy in America was just 47 years.
By the end of the 20th century, life expectancy had increased to 76 years.
At the beginning of the 20th century, only 2 percent
of the houses in America had electricity. By the end of the
20th century, more than 99 percent of the houses in America had electricity.
The automobile also played a role in the movement
from rural communities to cities. In 1990, there were 20
horses for every 100 American households. By the end of
the century, 85 of every 100 American households had a
car and almost no one used a horse for transportation.
At the end of the 20th century, there were 135 million
vehicles on the road and 17 million new vehicles were produced in America each year.
The airplane also played a role in the urbanism of
America and other countries around the world. As business became globalized, it greatly stimulated travel by airplane.
That forced many global companies to locate in cities
with airports that provided international air travel.
There are about 19,000 cities in America, but just 50
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large metropolitan areas handle 90 percent of all international air travel.
Many companies located in smaller cities eventually
moved to larger cities with international airports.
This mass movement from farms to cities is even
greater than the numbers suggest, since the global population itself has greatly increased in the 20th century.
In 1900, the American population was 70 million. By
the end of the century, it was 270 million. (Today, it is 325
million.)
This explosive growth helped generate a century of
enormous achievements in agriculture and technology,
but it came at a price. The 21st century will have to deal
with the problems this massive movement of people has
created.
One of the problems is the traffic jams created in 21st
century cities.
It now takes the average worker 26 minutes to travel to work in America and another 26 minutes to return
home.
That’s the longest since the American government
has been tracking the data back in 1980 when the typical
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commute was only 21.7 minutes.
According to the American government, there are 139
million workers commuting in a recent year. What a waste
of time and effort.
Then there is the accident problem. Last year, 40,100
people were killed in traffic accidents in America and
4,570,000 people seriously injured.
A significant percentage of those deaths and injuries
occurred while people were commuting.
As more and more people move to cities, this problem
is going to get worse. That’s true even though cities and
states have been spending billions of dollars building new
roads and expanding existing roads.
Cities and states have also been spending many billions of dollars on urban transportation systems: Trains,
subways, buses, streetcars.
Instead of moving people from suburbs to the cities,
twice a day, the obvious answer to this problem is the opposite. Instead of moving the people, move the houses.
Look at Dallas, Texas, a city with a population of 1.3
million people and another 5.9 million people who live in
the Dallas metropolitan area.
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As you can see, the city center is dominated by highrise office and apartment buildings, but the vast majority
of the people live in houses surrounding the city center.
Commuting time might be greatly reduced by moving people from houses to high-rise apartments in the city center.
That’s an ideal job for a positioning program, comparing the agonies of commuting with the joy of living in a
high-rise apartment close to your place of work.
Urbanism also creates many opportunities to build
new brands. The larger the city, the more likely you will
find narrowly-focused brands.
A small town, for example, might have one restaurant
that serves food that appeal to almost everyone.
A large city has many different types of restaurants:
Steak, seafood, Chinese, Japanese, Italian. There are also
breakfast restaurants, fast-food restaurants, sandwich
restaurants, pizzerias, etc.
A small town might have one hotel. A large city might
have motels, hotels, suite hotels, luxury hotels, extended-stay hotels and many other types of hotels.
The larger the market, the more focused your brand
must become. Yet many companies do the opposite. They
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expand their brands because they want to capture a larger
share of an existing market.
This is not good positioning strategy. You can’t stand
for something if you try to stand for everything.
Urbanism has created an almost unlimited opportunity to create new brands that can stand for new segments
of a market.
Take milk. A typical grocery store in a small town
would stock one type of milk, cow milk. A typical grocery
store in a large city might stock many types of milk.
In addition to regular cow’s milk, a grocery store
might stock: Organic milk, soy milk, almond milk and lactose-free milk.
Can one brand name stand for every type of milk?
Sure, but it almost never happens. In America, the leading
brand of organic milk is Horizon.
The leading brand of soy milk is Silk.
The leading brand of almond milk is Almond Breeze.
The leading brand of lactose-free milk is Lactaid.
When you combine the effects of urbanism with globalism, you will notice a strong trend toward specialization and narrowly-focused brands.
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Yet what is happening in the marketplace is exactly
the opposite. Companies are responding to these trends by
expanding their brands. Not by narrowing their focus.
This creates an opportunity for many new companies
to come into the marketplace and become enormously successful by positioning their brands on a narrow segment of
the market.
Not milk, but organic milk, or soy milk, or almond
milk, or lactose-free milk.
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Chapter 3: Ultra-Tech

From a marketing point of view, the two most-important
technological inventions of the 20th century were: (1) the
personal computer, and (2) the Internet.
The combination of the two inventions greatly facilitated the globalism of business and the urbanism of the
global population.
But the revolutionary changes are just beginning. The
21st century will build on these two inventions to produce
a staggering array of new products, new systems and new
concepts.
These changes will take place much faster than the
technological developments of the 20th century.
That’s why we call the 21st century“ ultra-tech. ”
But the inventors of these new products, new systems
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and new concepts will not necessarily benefit from their
inventions. It’s the entrepreneurs who know the most
about positioning strategy who will be the ultimate winners.
The first decade of the 21st century produced two
concepts that have changed the lifestyles of billions of
people: (1) the social-media network, pioneered by Facebook and other brands, and (2) the smartphone, pioneered
by Apple and other brands.
Take Facebook, launched in 2004, and now the sixth
most-valuable company in the world, worth $503 billion
on the stock market.
But Facebook wasn’t first. Friendster and MySpace
were the first two social networks.
Friendster was launched in 2002, MySpace, a year later, in 2003, and Facebook in 2004.
According to positioning theory, the first brand into
the mind is the winner.
How did Facebook overcome the disadvantage of being the third social-media network? In the ultra-tech era,
you can expect similar situations. Any significant new development is likely to attract many new companies.
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To be successful in the long term requires two positioning strategies:
(1) to launch the brand, and (2) to dominate the category.
It’s like building an airplane designed to fly at 500
miles per hour at an altitude of 30,000 feet.
To do that takes a certain amount of engine power
and a streamlined design with minimum drag. But that’s
not enough.
You still have to get the airplane off the ground. That
takes wheels, wing flaps and a lot more engine power than
you would need flying the plane at 30,000 feet.
If you can’t get the airplane off the ground, it won’t
make any difference whether it can fly well at 30,000
feet.
If you can’t get your new business off the ground, it
won’t make any difference whether the idea would work
if it got big enough.
Facebook was launched with a“ startup ”strategy
that was different from Friendster and MySpace. Facebook started at Harvard University while both of its two
competitors launched sites that anybody could join.
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Shortly after its launch, Facebook was being used by
90 percent of Harvard students. Then Facebook moved
to the Ivy League, a collection of eight of the most-prestigious colleges and universities in America.
Then Facebook opened its site to all college graduates wherever they had completed their education. Finally, more than three years after its launch, Facebook was
opened to everybody.
Consider the situation at the time. There were three
social-media sites. Two of them were just average sites.
Facebook was a site college graduates were using but was
now open to everyone.
Almost every new prospect wanted to join the site
college graduates were using. And Friendster and MySpace went downhill.
Today, Facebook is worth $524 billion on the stock
market. (In 2009, Friendster was sold for $26 million. In
2011, MySpace was sold for $35 million.)
In the ultra-tech era, almost every new brand that
goes on to dominate the global market is launched with
two positioning strategies, a startup strategy and a
brand-building strategy.
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Today, Facebook is not only the leading global social-media brand, but it has more than half of its revenues
from outside America.
What if Facebook had been launched as a global social-media brand rather than a Harvard brand? If that had
happened, it’s unlikely that Facebook would be the dominant brand it is today.
Amazon started by selling books. The name was
selected because the Amazon River in South America is
Earth’s biggest river.
That’s why Amazon used the slogan, Earth’s biggest
bookstore, with a picture of a book circling the globe.
Like Harvard for Facebook, books were a good choice
for a new Internet retail site. Compared to a physical retail
store, an Internet site can stock many more books.
Currently, Amazon lists 33 million books for sale, including paperback books, hardcover books, e-books and
audio books.
Even a large physical book store, however, has room
for only about 100,000 titles for sale.
Money is another reason for starting small. Almost
every startup company needs a large amount of financing
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before it can become profitable. If Amazon had initially
tried to sell a broad line of products, it would have required a lot more money than a site selling books only.
Even so, Amazon lost money for nine straight years
before the site became profitable. In those nine years, Amazon lost $3.0 billion on revenues of $12.2 billion.
What kept Amazon in business was the rapid growth
of the company. This rapid growth attracted many investors, the same investors who bought Tesla stock, even
though the Amazon brand was not profitable.
In 22 years, Amazon’s mean average growth per year
was 29.4 percent. The company has never had a“ down ”
year. The lowest annual growth rate occurred in 2001
when the company grew only 13.0 percent.
In 2017, Amazon had $178 billion in revenues and $3.0
billion in profits. If the company continues to grow at a
rate of 29.4 percent a year, in seven more years, Amazon
will have more than a trillion dollars in revenues.
No company has ever recorded that much in revenues.
Currently, the largest company in the world is Walmart
with $500.3 billion in revenues in 2017.
FedEx is a global package-delivery and logistics com-
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pany serving 220 countries and territories. But it didn’t
start that way. Federal Express, its original name, started
as a domestic air-cargo carrier, competing with the market-leader at the time, Emery Air Freight.
Emery offered three classes of service: Overnight,
two-day service and three-day service. Federal Express’
initial strategy was: Cheaper, cheaper, cheaper.
In other words, less expensive than Emery on all three
services.
That didn’t work. Federal Express lost $27 million,
when $27 million was a lot of money. What next? Many
companies would have tried to expand the business to
make money. Perhaps by adding international service.
But not Federal Express.
They did what every money-losing business ought to
do. Narrow its focus in stand for something in the minds
of their customers and prospects. In the case of Federal
Express, overnight service.
When it absolutely, positively has to be there overnight.
Here is an interesting fact. Federal Express never did
drop its two-day and three-day services. They continued
to offer all three types of service. They just focused their
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positioning program on their overnight service.
Many companies ought to do the same. Just because
your company has a full line of products doesn’t necessarily mean you should try to position a full line of products
in prospects’ minds.
Take the automobile market in America. The five
leading brands and the number of models of each brand
are: Ford (14), Toyota (16), Chevrolet (18), Honda (9) and
Nissan (14).
Total: 71 models of five different brands.
No wonder automobile prospects are confused about
what each of these five brands stands for.
A better strategy for each of these brands would be to
focus a positioning program on just one model, like Federal Express did.
But there is a bigger problem for the automobile industry. Almost every automobile company in the world
is making a mistake by not launching an electric vehicle
with a new brand name.
Let’s go back and study history. Columbia was America’s first brand of bicycle. Introduced in 1878, Columbia
was the dominant bicycle brand for many years.
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Then in 1898, Columbia decided to get into the emerging automobile business. The brand name they picked?
Columbia, of course.
Initially, Columbia was successful. It was the largest-selling automobile brand in 1898 and 1899.
In 1899, a new automobile competitor emerged. Locomobile, a steam-powered automobile.
The new brand became the market leader. In 1900,
Locomobile had 33 percent of the automobile market, in
1901, 47 percent, and in 1902, 35 percent of the market.
Then in 1903, Locomobile decided to switch from
steam to gasoline-powered engines. That made sense.
Who wants to wait 15 minutes until your vehicle builds
up a full head of steam?
What didn’t make sense is the use of a steam-engine
name (Locomobile) on a gasoline-engine vehicle. That’s a
typical line-extension mistake.
A gasoline-engine vehicle would have needed a new
brand name.
So Locomobile lost its leadership and eventually went
out of business. It’s important to make the right decisions
in the early development of a new category. In 1900, for
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example, there were only six major brands of automobiles
on the American market with total sales of 2,288 vehicles.
A decade later, there were 40 major brands on the
American market with total sales of 177,796 vehicles.
Early in the development of the category, Locomobile
made a mistake and the brand got lost in the rapid development of the automobile industry.
Could the same thing happen again in the automobile
industry? Of course, it is happening.
After dominating the automobile industry for more
than a century, the gasoline-powered engine seems ready
to retire.
One omen is the emergence of the hybrid vehicle, an
obvious“ transition ”product, like the word processor.
The Wang word processor, a transition product, was
successful for a couple of years until the emergence of the
personal computer.
And how did Wang cope with that change? They did
what Locomobile did. They introduced the Wang personal
computer which went nowhere.
There is a powerful positioning lesson here that seems
to be ignored by management.
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The lesson is simple: If you want to get in the mind with a
revolutionary new product, give the revolutionary new product a
new brand name.
The rise of the hybrid suggests the reign of the gasoline engine is coming to an end. But the major automobile
makers are not coping well with the potential change.
BMW, Chevrolet, Fiat, Ford, Honda, Hyundai, Kia,
Mercedes, Nissan, Volkswagen and others are developing
electric vehicles. And all of them are using their existing
brand names. The same mistake Locomobile made.
It took someone from outside of the industry (Elon
Musk) to develop electric vehicles with a new brand
name: Tesla. How successful is the new brand competing
with the traditional brands?
Tesla is dominating the American market. In 2017,
Tesla sold 57 percent of all pure electric vehicles sold in
America, more than twice as many as Chevrolet, the second best-selling brand. Why can’t automobile executives
see that a revolutionary new product needs a revolutionary new brand name?
Here’s what former General Motors chief executive Daniel Akerson said: If you want to compete head-to-
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head with Tesla, and we ultimately will, you want to do it with a
Cadillac.
That’s product thinking, not positioning thinking.
Customers who buy electric cars want their friends to
admire their new vehicles. When you tell people, I bought a
Tesla, they’re impressed.
When you tell people, I bought a Chevrolet Volt, they are
not sure what type of vehicle you purchased.
One reason to believe the electric vehicle will rapidly
overtake conventional gasoline-powered vehicles is what
happened in the airline industry. After World War II, the
annual airline passenger traffic increased rapidly, as did
annual airline fatalities.
But something happened to cause annual airline fatalities to rapidly decline, e.g. the 1958 introduction of the
Boeing 707, the first passenger airplane with jet engines.
After 1975, the annual airline fatalities went into a
steep decline even though passenger trafﬁc continued to increase. There’s no question the greater reliability of rotary
jet engines as opposed to piston-powered reciprocating
engines is the cause.
We expect the same thing to happen in automobiles.
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The latest piston-powered reciprocating gasoline engines
are extremely complex as opposed to the simplicity of rotary electric engines. As a result, electric vehicles should
last longer and require less maintenance.
Another significant ultra-tech development in automobiles is the self-driving vehicle. Long-term, self-driving
electric vehicles could reduce transportation costs in rapidly-growing urban communities.
No company illustrates the power of ultra-tech more
than Apple. At the turn of the century, Apple was a small
company with annual sales of $5.4 billion and no profits.
(That year, the company lost $25 million.)
Sixteen years later, Apple was the most-valuable company in the world, worth $1,040 billion.
In 2017, Apple had revenues of $229.2 billion and net
profits of $48.4 billion, or a net profit margin of 21 percent.
Three developments made Apple the company it is
today. The iPod, the iPhone and the iPad.
They did the two things you need to do to build a
powerful brand: (1) be first in the mind in a new category
and (2) use a new and unique brand name.
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The iPod, launched in 2001, was the first high-capacity music player. The iPhone, launched in 2007, was the
first smartphone. And the iPad, launched in 2010, was the
first tablet computer.
The three developments reinforced each other. The
success of the iPod helped the iPhone become a big success. The success of the iPhone helped the iPad become a
big success.
Many marketing people do not accept this version
of Apple’s success. They believe the power of the Apple
brand was the real reason for the success of the company.
But Apple is not a product brand; Apple is a company
brand. Nobody says, I bought an Apple.
They say, I bought an iPhone / an iPod / an iPad.
We repeat one of the most important principles of
positioning. A new category requires a new brand name.
With the enormous successes of the three Apple
brands, you might think that some of Apple’s competitors
might have followed a similar strategy.
They did not.
None of the major smartphone competitors used a
new brand name for their smartphones. They all used
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line-extensions of their company names: Lenovo, Sony,
Huawei, LG, Micromax, Samsung, Motorola, BlackBerry,
Nokia, Xiaomi and HTC.
If line-extension was a good strategy, then Nokia
should have been one of the smartphone leaders today.
After all, Nokia was the No.1 global cellphone brand
14 years in a row.
But wasn’t Samsung successful with its Samsung
smartphone, an obvious line-extension? That’s true, of
course.
Samsung smartphones outsell iPhones, but not because Samsung used a line-extension name. There is another important positioning principle to consider.
Every category is eventually dominated by two brands:
The leader brand and a No.2 brand. e.g. Coca-Cola and
Pepsi-Cola. Boeing and Airbus.
It’s human nature. Most people go along with the
crowd. If everybody thinks the iPhone is the best smartphone brand,
then who am I to disagree?
Not everybody goes along with the crowd. There are
always“ rebels ”who want to be different. A No.2 brand
appeals to those people who want to be different. Every
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category has many“ rebels. ”
In the smartphone category, Apple is perceived as the
leading brand because it was first in the category. The rebels have migrated to Samsung.
Early on, if one of the other smartphone competitors
had launched a new brand and promoted that new brand
with a significant difference from the iPhone, it would
have had a good chance to become the No.2 brand.
Even Apple seems to have missed the real reasons for
its success. In 2015, Apple introduced the Apple watch,
without a new brand name and without being first in a
new category.
To add to the confusion, the first Apple watch was
available in 38 different models with prices from $349 to
$17,000.
(The iPod was launched with one model, the iPhone
with two models, and the iPad with one model.)
But aren’t more models the best way to satisfy the
needs of different customers?
That’s the fallacy of being customer-oriented. If the
Apple watch was the only smartwatch on the market,
then having many models might make sense. But position-
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ing theory was never about being customer-oriented. It was
always about being competitor-oriented. To be successful, a
brand needs a unique position in the mind.
With 38 models, it’s difficult to know what position
the product is trying to establish. Is it an inexpensive or
an expensive smartwatch? Furthermore, what is an Apple
watch supposed to do? Its function gets lost in a blizzard
of models.
What mechanism is driving ultra-tech, the vast array
of revolutionary technological products being introduced
in the 21st century?
We believe it is“ divergence. ”Over time, every category will diverge and create additional new categories.
Each of these new categories creates an opportunity to
build a powerful global brand.
The computer started as a mainframe computer. Today, we have mid-range computers, desktop computers,
laptop computers, tablet computers, servers and smartphones (which are really hand-held computers.)
Many people believe new categories are created, not
by divergence, but by“ convergence. ”Two or more categories coming together.
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Years ago, many media experts felt that the personal
computer would combine with the television set.
As one prominent media expert put it: Don’t worry
about the difference between the TV set and the PC, in the future
there will be no distinction between the two.
What happened is the opposite. The personal computer and the television set have gone in opposite directions. The personal computer has gotten smaller and the
television set has gotten bigger.
Instead of putting two things together, many of the
most-significant new developments have been created by
subtracting something.
The supermarket industry in America was pioneered
by a chain called King Kullen, the first chain to eliminate
grocery clerks.
The fast-food industry in America was pioneered by
McDonald’s, the first chain to eliminate waiters and waitresses.
Ikea became the largest furniture chain in the world,
not by selling all types of furniture, but by focusing on
“ unassembled furniture. ”
In 2017, Ikea had $36.4 billion in revenues and a profit
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margin of 11.8 percent. Why would customers flock to a
store that sold“ unassembled furniture? ”Two reasons:
(1) to save money and (2) to be able to carry the furniture
home in their vehicles instead of having it delivered.
The Sony Walkman revolutionized the music industry and helped Sony become one of the world’s most-successful electronic companies.
The device had no speakers. No recording device,
just playback. As a result, the Sony Walkman was small
enough to carry in your pocket.
One of the recent successes is Uber, a car service
launched in 2009. Less than a decade later, Uber is valued
at $48 billion.
Uber (and its competitors Lyft and other brands) are
rapidly replacing conventional taxies service in many cities in America.
In retrospect, it’s easy to see how the smartphone and
the Global Positioning System (GPS) can be combined to
make a car service like Uber possible.
Look at how a conventional taxi service works. A
customer calls the taxi dispatcher and asks for a car and
driver to pick up the customer at a specific place.
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The dispatcher checks the availability of its drivers
and calls one of them to pick up the customer.
What might the service look like if you got rid of the
dispatcher? With a single call, the Uber customer contacts
all available drivers and then selects either the closest one
or the least-expensive one.
Another benefit. With the GPS system, Uber drivers
do not need the years of experience a taxi driver requires.
Any capable driver who owns a vehicle could become
an Uber driver. And work as many hours as he or she desires.
Many other brands have been created by“subtraction”
rather than addition. Before the iPhone was introduced
in 2007, the BlackBerry was the dominant cellphone brand.
By 2010, BlackBerry had $19.9 billion in revenues and
a net profit margin of 17 percent.
From then on, it was all downhill as the iPhone rapidly replaced the BlackBerry. By 2017, BlackBerry sales were
down to $0.9 billion.
In the past six years, BlackBerry lost $8.0 billion.
What made the iPhone superior to the BlackBerry?
One key decision was to eliminate the physical keyboard,
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a key component of the BlackBerry, and replace it with a
digital keyboard.
That allowed the iPhone to have an enlarged screen
which made surfing the net more appealing.
(In our consulting work, 90 percent of time we recommend dropping products or services. We seldom recommend adding anything.)
The iPad, launched in 2010, is another example of the
power of“ subtracting something. ”Conceptually, an iPad
and other tablet computers are a laptop computer with
the keyboard cut off.
In 2017, Apple sold $19.2 billion worth of iPads. This
compares with just $25.9 billion worth of Macintosh
desktop and laptop computers. Today, people spend more
time on mobile devices like tablets and smartphones than
they do on desktop and laptop computers.
Less is more, said Mies van der Rohe, the most influential architect of the 20th century and designer of the Barcelona chair, perhaps the most iconic furniture design of
the 20th century.
Twitter is another good example of“ less is more. ”
There are millions of blogs on the Internet that have no
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limit on the number of words you write. Except Twitter.
Launched in 2006, Twitter had a 140-word limit. Today,
Twitter is worth $25 billion on the stock market.
Thanks to the cloud and a new technology called
“ blockchain, ”the Internet is a medium that can record
photos, videos, messages and transactions between two
parties in a verifiable and permanent way. Entrepreneur
Evan Spiegel did the opposite.
Evan Spiegel created a way for people to send photos,
videos and messages that would disappear 10 seconds after
viewing. Today his creation, Snapchat, is worth $15 billion
on the stock market.
In the 21st“ ultra-tech ”century, many new products
and services will be introduced. Some will succeed, and
others will not.
Artificial Intelligence, or AI, will find its way into
many categories, including robots which will perform
tasks cheaper and better than people can do. Already,
there is a frozen yogurt chain called Reis & Irvy that uses
robots to serve frozen yogurt in 60 seconds with a choice
of seven flavors and six toppings.
Every ice cream and frozen yogurt chain will probably
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keep an eye on Reis & Irvy to see if they will become successful. And if so, they will also introduce robot technology to their chains.
This is a mistake. A new category demands a new name.
Cloud storage is another new category spawned by
the Internet. The four leading brands today are shown
here.
Google, according to most experts, is the second
most-valuable brand in the world. But Google is in second
place to DropBox, a start-up company launched in 2007.
OneDrive was also launched in 2007, but with a different brand name, Windows Live Sky Drive. This is another mistake. Adding Windows to the name caused confusion.
A lawsuit by British television broadcaster BSkyB
forced Microsoft to change the Sky Drive name to OneDrive in 2014.
Names are important. What if Microsoft had
launched Windows Live Sky Drive with a better brand
name in 2007? In our opinion, it would have had a chance
to become the market leader today.
Cloud computing is another category related to cloud
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storage. Amazon dominates the category with a market
share greater than its four competitors combined. A new
brand could have been launched that could have dominated the category which is enormous. In 2017, Amazon had
$17.5 billion in cloud-computing revenues.
Don’t make the mistake of launching a new cloudcomputing brand. It’s too late. A new brand only works
early in the development of a category when there is a raft
of publicity about the new category.
You build brands with PR. After a few years go by,
the chances of generating publicity about a new brand
rapidly declines.
There has been a lot of publicity about“ The Internet of Things, ”or IoT. Many physical devices around the
world are connected to the Internet, collecting and sharing data.
But the opportunities do not reside in connecting all
these devices together. Rather, the opportunities arise in
segments of the IoT.
Nest Labs, for example, was founded in 2010 by two
former Apple employees to develop thermostats and security devices for the home.
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Four years later, in 2014, Nest Labs was sold to Google for $3.2 billion.
Another 21st-century innovation is autonomous driving. Every major automobile company is working on developing this technology. But what company will launch a
new autonomous-driving brand?
If history is any guide, probably no one.
Again, autonomous driving is a new category and a
new category demands a new brand.
In the 21st“ ultra-tech ”century, the winning products and services will not necessarily be the“ better ”
products and services, but they will most certainly have
the better positioning strategies.
You win in the mind. And the easiest way to get into
a mind is to be“ first ”in a new category.
With a new brand name.

